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About This Game

Immerse yourself in the world of night races! Buy and customize cars, compete in legal and illegal races.
Build your car piece by piece in first person mode. Engines, body kits, spoilers, rims, neon, nitrous, and much more...

Cars:

There are currently 13 legendary cars available in the game.

Customization:

Customization is where this game really shines. Cars are made up of over 30 parts. They can be assembled and disassembled,
and you can move parts from one car to another. Buy parts at the tuning store and improve your car! You customize your ride in

first person mode, so you can run around the garage or store and build your dream car "by hand."

Open world:

The open world is made up of a small city at night where illegal streets races are held. Compete in them to prove you're the best!
But be careful - the cops a never sleep! So who are you going to be, a racer or a cop? You can play as one, then the other. The

open world is currently in alpha and will be improved with each new update.

Legal races:
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The game also features legal races in tracks equipped for racing. If you've got the fastest car, these races are the best way to
make some cash.
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Title: Race for Tuning
Genre: Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Racing, Simulation
Developer:
A. Strazhev
Publisher:
A. Strazhev
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or better

Processor: Dual-Core processor

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 Ti

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian
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Conjuror's Eye is a really fun game for the price. My friends and I took turns playing the game and timing ourselves to see how
fast we could go. None of us beat the developer time... yet. My wifi crashed when we were playing so I think some of the
achievements didn't go through like completing the game but I think that is less a problem with the game and more just the
nature of steam itself. If you like solving puzzles and the stress of doing so under a time crunch, this is the game for you. I hope
to see a Conjuror's Eye 2, maybe the delivery boy could finally be paid.. This game was originally released in 2003 as a single
level demo. Ever since about that time I have wondered what happened to it until I found the steam page for it. Good to know it
was released with another 4 levels. It's nice to have it published in English and on your steam account so you can download it
whenever.

Publisher is great too because they fixed the thing I complained about in like 1 day!. Can't go wrong with free!

Love this game.

Love these devs.

Hate the forces of good.. AI is terrible, physics are terrible, graphics are mediocre. The only redeeming quality for this game is
the fact that it is NASCAR and other racing games don't have that.. Love this game highly recommended. Pretty intense
experience. Really hate those zombies. Density is good. Music is great. The main character is awesome as hell.

They should definitely add more levels.. One for the 'classic' packs- the loco itself is fairly interesting, handling and
performance wise.

Offers additional scenarios to the Portsmouth Direct line- sure to keep you going!
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Seems to be a paraphrase of Yume Nikki but with zero atmosphere or purpose.

The gameplay is just the player warping into tiny little maps about the size of the game window; and you walk a second to the
left or right to jump to a new map. The maps are filled with specific environmental assets which either give items or require
items to trigger something else. So it's just one big item fetch quest. Once the initial wonder wears off, it's just a chore of taking
whatever item to whatever thing to trigger whatever code to get a new item to do it all over again with but now on a different
random thing.

There's no story or anything, and the environments are just kind of inane pseudo-surreal whatever the developer could come up
with. The music and designs of the environments are alright, but since each environment is literally only the size of your screen
and you constantly are jumping between them; there's zero room for atmosphere or immersion. Because you are constantly
leaping to completely difference scenes with no thematic correlation.

It's slow too, the triggers on starting to walk and interacting with anything has a small delay on it. If you need to find a specific
asset you just have to dial until a map with it comes up on the preview. Wandering around, using every item you have on every
single thing since you have no idea what kind of combination it could make. Some of them are logical while others are not.

There's nothing interesting to read, there's no meaning to any of the worlds or items. And there's no gameplay of any kind it's
just collecting then using items. There is just no sense of purpose to the world or passion in its design, this game just seems to
exclusively exist as a shallow paraphrase of Yume Nikki. It feels like a paraphrase of Yume Nikki but meant for children.

I cannot say that I gained a single thing from playing this; it doesn't have any gameplay so it's not really fun, it doesn't have a
story or artistic vision to the world so it wasn't meaningful, and there's no cohesion to the different worlds so it wasn't even
immersive.

I wandered around for awhile, and it didn't take long before I had seen almost every map type. Then it just became me
wandering back and forth between areas I have found, using items on things trying to get some kind of reaction. Until I just got
bored and stopped. I got nothing out of playing this, the hour I spent on it might as well have not existed at all.. game wants to be
twisted metal 4 the graphics are old and it is too hard to move around. Quality sound effect, 10/10 would buy soundtrack. If you
are fan of the game this is pretty much no brainer.. as for the weapons the claw is my favorite.. it's basically 6 projectiles
attached to a gauntlet you can use the weapon as a fist weapon and a projectile shooter in one.. good fun.. overall didn't really
care that much for the others but claw alone is worth it to me. Amateurish and just not enjoyable.
It's undetailed, low res and boring.
It may have been "cool" when VR was all new and such..

On top of that, there is no odyssey at all. What a misleading game title!
It's just some "tech demos"\/levels you're skipping through and the game mechanics are minimalistic.
I didn't feel like being on mars at all.. Very cool experience. Especially loved the tas visuals scene in there. The 3d fractals from
julius seemed very nice too only my computer couldnt handle the complexity unfortunately. But I guess its already quite a
achievement to get those fractals in to unity well done!. \u30d0\u30a4\u30aa\u30cf\u30b6\u30fc\u30c94. I love this game. Do
yourself a favor, and eschew the third-person view for the more "simulator" experience in first-person. Otherwise, I can see why
a lot of people said "meh". It's too easy in 3p, and ruins the idea of piloting a robot.. This game is too expensive in my opinion,
there is a lot of bugs in the game and they dont even update it anymore. I don't recommend this game.. This game is probably
not worth it, no matter what you are looking for.
It's an easy match-3 game that is from what I have seen literally impossible to lose (if you're too slow the girls just dress up
again). It's very short, I played through it in 40 minutes and while I got it on sale reduced to 3,98 \u20ac I'd argue that it isn't
even worth this price tag.

Also the developer has confirmed that there won't be an adult patch. Censorship in this game is quite ridiculous at times, when
nipples plus areolae are hidden by something as small as a few hairs or a string.

All in all I can't really recommend this to anyone.
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Update!:
- increase of legal races' reward
- police collisions addition
- addition of the racers' markers on the police map
- camera improvement of illegal races
- sound improvement of illegal races. Race for Tuning is already available!:
Have a good game! :). Steam page is live!:
Wishlist the game and follow the community, more news are coming.
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